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Abstract

Overlay IP/MPLS over WDM network is a promising network architecture
starting to gain wide deployments recently. A desirable feature of such a
network is to achieve efficient routing with limited information exchanges
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works. To enhance network performance while maintaining its simplicity, we
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by the IP-layer integrated service provider (ISP) when making routing de-
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estimation, we develop a new dynamic LSP routing method named Exist-
ing Link First (ELF) algorithm. Simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm significantly outperforms the existing ones under different traffic
loads, with either limited or unlimited numbers of optical ports. Effects of
the number of candidate routes, add/drop ratio and the amount of historical
data are also evaluated.
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1. INTRODUCTION1

Over the past few decades, Internet traffic has been growing exponentially,2

stimulating widespread deployments of wavelength-division-multiplexing (WDM)3

based optical networks [1, 2]. To handle the huge amount of traffic, it4

is widely believed that network control has to be simplified in the next-5

generation optical Internet [3]. Among the various emerging networking tech-6

nologies, the overlay IP/MPLS over WDM network architecture is regarded7

as a promising candidate [4]. The recent developments and standardizations8

of some new technologies, such as Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)9

[5], Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) [6, 7], User Network Interface (UNI) [8]10

and path computation element (PCE) [9], etc., also help make such network11

architecture feasible to be deployed in the near future.12

In IP/MPLS over WDM networks, IP routers with MPLS functions are13

called label switched routers (LSRs). They are interconnected by the optical14

core network and are used to groom or switch finer-grained label switched15

paths (LSPs). The optical layer network, which consists of photonic cross-16

connects (PXCs) and optical fiber links, provides dynamic point-to-point17

connectivity service to the IP/MPLS-layer network in the form of lightpaths.18

A lightpath may span several optical links, and if all PXCs have no wave-19

length conversion capability, it has to be established with the same wave-20

length along its route, known as the wavelength continuity constraint [10].21

Since the granularity of an LSP is typically much smaller than that of a22

lightpath, several LSPs are usually groomed into a single lightpath. Once23

a lightpath is no longer used by any LSPs, it will be torn down and the24

wavelength used is released.25

According to the different interconnection methods between IP/MPLS-26

layer and WDM-layer networks, three architectural alternatives have been27

proposed, namely overlay, augmented and peer models respectively [11]. The28

peer model adopts a unified control plane, and shares all the network infor-29

mation, e.g., the topology, routing and link state information, among all30

network nodes across its two layers; the overlay model has its IP and WDM31

layers controlled and managed independently, with limited information ex-32

changes between the two layers for handling service requests. The augmented33

model aims to make a compromise between the first two models by sharing34

certain selected information between the two layers; however, there is still35

no consensus on what kind of information should be shared. Since IP-layer36

network and the optical transport network are usually owned by different37
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operators, the overlay model is widely regarded as the most realistic one for38

near-term deployments. Extensive work has been done on this model [12, 13],39

and the recently demonstrated service oriented optical networks [14, 15] is a40

practical application of such an overlay architecture.41

In this paper, we focus on the dynamic LSP routing problem in the overlay42

IP/MPLS over WDM networks. Although a number of algorithms have43

been proposed, none of them has considered the fact that a logical-layer ISP44

typically has the historical records of its own service requests that have been45

supported by the WDM-layer network. Such records, if properly used, can46

help an ISP make better routing decisions.47

We propose a novel dynamic LSP routing algorithm for overlay IP/MPLS48

over WDM networks which utilizes the historical records. By developing a49

historical data learning scheme for logical link cost estimation and utilizing50

the K-loopless shortest path (KSP) algorithm [16] for the LSP routing, an51

algorithm named Existing-Link-First (ELF) is proposed. Simulation results52

show that the ELF algorithm outperforms the existing ones under different53

traffic loads, with either limited or unlimited number of optical ports in each54

node. Studies on the effects of the number of candidate routes, add/drop55

ratio, and the amount of historical data are also carried out.56

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a57

brief review of the existing algorithms for the overlay network model. Section58

3 describes the system model and provides necessary definitions. Section 459

describes the ELF algorithm. Simulation results and discussions are pre-60

sented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.61

2. PREVIOUS WORK62

The multi-layer routing and traffic grooming problems have received ex-63

tensive research interests in the past few years, and an efficient generic graph64

model was proposed in [17, 18]. Such graph models, however, cannot be65

extended to the overlay networks: in overlay networks, the two layers are in-66

dependent of each other, owned by two different owners, making the complete67

information on the two different layers unavailable to any user. In this pa-68

per, we focus on overlay IP/MPLS over WDM networks. Specifically, in this69

section, we shall present a brief review of the existing algorithms for dynamic70

LSP routing in such networks, and then choose the best ones among them71

for performance comparisons. We classify these existing algorithms into two72
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categories, i.e., sequential routing and resource based routing, according to73

the routing decision strategies adopted by them.74

2.1. Sequential routing algorithms75

The Logical-Layer-First (LGF) and Optical-Layer-First (OPF) are two76

representative sequential routing algorithms. In the LGF algorithm, the77

following two steps are carried out upon the arrival of each transmission78

request: (1) try to route the request over the residual bandwidth on the79

existing logical links; (2) if Step 1 fails, then try to set up a new lightpath80

directly between the ingress and egress LSRs on the WDM-layer network. For81

the OPF algorithm, the above two steps are reversed. In both algorithms, if82

both of the two steps fail, the request is blocked.83

In [19], Ye et al. used the LGF sequential routing algorithm to set up84

the primary path in their integrated routing/protection strategy. Niu et al.85

presented both the LGF and OPF algorithms and made some comparisons86

between them when the fixed-path routing is applied to set up new lightpaths87

[20]. Zhong et al. improved the OPF algorithm by adopting dynamic least88

congested shortest path routing in the WDM-layer network [21]. Although89

both Niu et al. and Zhong et al. have studied the influence of add/drop90

ratio on network performance, they did not take any measures to improve the91

optical port utilization when setting up new lightpaths. Therefore wavelength92

utilization tends to be low when lightpaths are long.93

To improve both the port and the wavelength resources utilizations, Ye et94

al. proposed an algorithm named Short Lightpath Establishment Approach95

(SLEA) [22]. Through dynamically assigning link costs in the auxiliary graph96

considering the optical hop constraint, i.e., assigning a high cost once the97

optical hop length reaches a certain threshold value and a low cost otherwise,98

SLEA tries to eliminate the inefficient long lightpaths. Simulation results99

show that SLEA significantly improves the network blocking performances,100

and it even outperforms the integrated routing algorithm described in [23] if101

an appropriate hop constraint is found.102

In this paper, we use the OPF and SLEA algorithms for performance103

comparisons.104

2.2. Resource based routing algorithms105

Resource based routing algorithms aim at efficiently utilizing the network106

resources. Two typical examples of such algorithms are the Existing Capac-107

ity First (ECF OVLY) and Minimum Logical Hop (MLH OVLY) methods108
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proposed by Koo et al. [24]. The main idea of ECF OVLY is to firstly try109

to use the residual bandwidths of the existing logical links to serve the ar-110

riving requests. If that fails, it then tries to set up some new lightpaths,111

not necessarily from source to destination, for the request. By encouraging112

setting up shorter lightpaths, ECF OVLY lowers the chance that lightpaths113

are under-utilized for a long time.114

MLH OVLY aims to minimize the number of logical hops traversed by115

each incoming request. For each arriving request, MLH OVLY first tries to116

serve it using a single-hop logical link, by either using an existing logical link117

or setting up a new lightpath between the source and destination LSRs; if118

that fails, it then tries to find a route with the minimum number of logical119

hops, where new lightpaths are set up when necessary.120

Simulation results in [24] show that MLH OVLY outperforms ECF OVLY.121

In this paper, we use the MLH OVLY algorithm for comparisons.122

3. SYSTEM MODEL AND DEFINITIONS123

A typical overlay IP/MPLS over WDM network consists of two layers,124

with the IP/MPLS layer residing over the WDM layer in a client-server125

fashion. In such architecture, the IP/MPLS-layer networks are clients while126

the WDM-layer networks are bandwidth servers, and the two layers’ network127

control and management are independent of each other. Figure 1 shows a128

sample overlay IP/MPLS-over-WDM network architecture.129

With centralized management systems, each of the IP/MPLS and WDM130

network layers is controlled by its own network operators. Such operators131

keep all the information of their own network layers, and distribute necessary132

information and commands to their network elements through the control133

channels. For each arriving request, the controllers on the two layers can134

work cooperatively according to their service contracts. Specifically, when135

a request arrives, the IP-layer controller will firstly try to find a logical-136

layer route. If this step fails, the request is then transferred to the WDM137

layer through the well-defined network interfaces, e.g., the UNI. Note that138

whether to transfer a request to WDM layer is decided by the logical-layer139

controller; when the request is transferred to the WDM layer, whether the140

request can be served or not is decided by the WDM-layer controller. Also141

note that the information exchanges between the two layers can be through142

any UNI, not necessarily through a direct connection between the two layers’143

central controllers (if such a direct connection exists at all). It is for the ease144
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Figure 1: A sample IP/MPLS over WDM network architecture. The WDM layer network
consists of five PXCs and six fiber links, and four lightpaths have been set up on it.
The IP/MPLS-layer network comprises four LSRs interconnected by the corresponding
WDM lightpaths. Each layer is controlled by its own controller, with limited information
exchanges between the two controllers.
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of illustration and discussion that a direct information exchange channel145

between the two layers’ controllers is shown in Fig. 1.146

In the overlay network architecture, each network node is a PXC inter-147

connected with zero, one or more LSRs through the UNI. When there is148

no LSR connected to it, a PXC is only responsible for switching the bypass149

traffic, from its input ports to its output ports transparently [25, 26]. When150

a PXC is connected with one or more LSRs, it has additional functions. Fig.151

2(a) illustrates a typical PXC architecture. With several LSRs connected to152

it, the PXC can receive traffic terminated at the LSR to the local network153

or transmit traffic originated at the LSR from the local network. The LSRs154

are used to multiplex local traffic streams into a higher capacity request that155

PXC can support and also to generate/terminate traffic to/from a lightpath.156

Note that the number of add/drop ports of a PXC equals the number of157

transmitters/receivers the node has. Such input/output ports are typically158

of high costs due to the high-speed electronic processing units they have.159

Therefore, to save the network cost without sacrificing network performance,160

a favorable solution is to let each PXC to be equipped with a limited number161

of add/drop ports shared by all the wavelength channels going through it162

[27]. In this paper, we call such a PXC architecture as port-limited ; while in163

a port-unlimited PXC, each wavelength channel is assigned a dedicated pair164

of add/drop ports. Define add/drop ratio r [21] of a PXC as r = Np/NW165

(0 < r ≤ 1), where Np denotes the number of add/drop port pairs and NW166

is the number of incoming/outgoing wavelength channel pairs of the PXC.167

Apparently, r = 1 for a port-unlimited PXC.168

In this paper, we consider the general case of an overlay IP/MPLS over169

WDM network with N network nodes and L bi-directional optical fiber links170

where each link carries W wavelengths. Without loss of generality, each171

network node is assumed to be a PXC interconnected with a single LSR [22],172

and all PXCs have no wavelength conversion capability. Note that the work173

can be easily extended to networks with full or partial wavelength conversion.174

The node architecture adopted in this paper is shown in Fig. 2(b).175

For the network considered, it is assumed that there is a single ISP on top176

of the WDM network, with the exact link-state information of the logical-177

layer network. Each time when a new request arrives, the IP-layer ISP will178

try to find an appropriate route for it and decide whether to use the existing179

logical links or to set up new lightpaths between LSRs. If new lightpaths need180

to be established, the ISP sends the request to the WDM-layer bandwidth181

provider, consulting on the costs of purchasing these lightpaths. Based on182
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Typical node architectures for the overlay IP/MPLS over WDM networks. (a)
An PXC with multiple LSRs connected to it, where each LSR connects to the PXC through
a fixed number of add/drop ports; (b) an PXC with a single LSR connected in it.
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the service contract and network resource availability, the WDM-layer band-183

width provider either feedbacks with the lightpath setup costs or rejects the184

lightpath establishment request if it has run out of wavelength channel and/or185

add/drop port resources. Such decisions made by the WDM layer operator186

are independent of those by the logical-layer ISP, as it has no knowledge of187

either the network topology or the available resources on the logical layer;188

and vice versa. Once an incoming request is provisioned on the logical layer189

network using either existing links or new lightpaths, or both, its routing190

will be kept unchanged by ISP so that the end users’ services will not be191

interrupted.192

The information exchanges between the IP and WDM layers basically193

include only the cost enquiries and feedbacks for the candidate lightpaths to194

be set up. Since theoretically speaking the number of candidate lightpaths195

may easily increase exponentially with network size, the IP-layer ISP has to196

smartly select a small set of candidate lightpaths without the knowledge of197

WDM-layer topology or resources availability. To make good decisions, it198

makes sense for the ISP to make use of historical records of lightpath costs.199

In this paper, we make the reasonable assumption that the ISP can keep200

record of the lightpath setup costs during a past period of time as well as the201

time at which such costs are reported by the WDM-layer bandwidth provider.202

Such historical records can be used to estimate the cost for setting up each203

candidate lightpath and consequently decide on the candidate route(s). The204

cost estimation and candidate routes selection methods will be discussed in205

the next section.206

Table 1 presents a summary of the notations used in this paper.207

4. PROPOSED ALGORITHM208

Section 4.1 describes the graph generation and cost assignment process209

for making routing decisions. Section 4.2 discusses the historical data learn-210

ing and cost updating strategies; Section 4.3 presents the complete ELF211

algorithm; and finally Section 4.4 analyzes the complexity of the algorithm.212

4.1. Graph Generation and Cost Assignment213

For each incoming request, the ELF algorithm runs the K -shortest path214

(KSP) algorithm on top of a generated graph to find a desired number of215

candidate routes. The generated directed graph represents the IP/MPLS-216

layer network with its nodes being LSRs, and its edges either existing logical217
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Table 1: NOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER
Symbol Means

K Number of candidate routes for each incoming request

n The ID number of each incoming connection request

H̄ The average number of optical hops traversed by each lightpath

L(i, j) Logical link between LSR i and j

P (i, j) New lightpath between LSR i and j

ωij Number of idle wavelengths along P (i, j)

Cij Cost of P (i, j)

Lij Cost of L(i, j)

Hij Minimum number of optical hops between OXC i and j

pi Number of idle optical ports available on LSR i

U The maximum number of historical records of cost for each logical link kept by the IP-layer ISP

Tn The arrival time of the n-th LSP request

Cn
ij

Cost of L(i, j) reported by WDM layer operator at Tn

Cest
ij Estimated cost for L(i, j) after the expiration time Tij

Tij Estimated expiration time for Lij

T cal
ij

Calculated expiration time for Cest
ij

r Add/drop ratio

R̄ij Estimated average changing rate of Lij during the time before Tn

links with sufficient residual bandwidth for the incoming request or potential218

new lightpaths to be set up on the WDM layer. We call those edges cor-219

responding to the existing logical links with sufficient residual bandwidths220

as existing links, and those corresponding to the potential new lightpaths as221

candidate new lightpaths (CNLs). After running the KSP algorithm on the222

generated graph, each of the resulted candidate routes may consist of only223

existing links, only CNLs, or both.224

For each CNL involved in the candidate routes, the logical-layer ISP may225

signal to the WDM-layer bandwidth provider to enquire its cost. If this CNL226

is finally chosen to serve the request, a new lightpath will be set up on the227

WDM layer to support it. However, since an IP-layer ISP does not have the228

link-state information of the WDM-layer network, CNLs on the candidate229

routes may turn out to be infeasible due to exhausted wavelength channel230

and/or input/output port resources. If all the candidate routes are infeasible,231

the request is blocked.232

Upon receiving a lightpath establishment request from the IP layer, the-233

oretically speaking, the WDM-layer bandwidth provider can use any routing234

and wavelength assignment (RWA) strategy to decide whether and how to235

set up the required lightpaths. In this paper, since the main focus is to236
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study utilizing historical data on the IP layer, we adopt the shortest hop-237

count path routing and first-fit wavelength assignment strategy on the WDM238

layer. Other more sophisticated RWA strategies certainly can also be used.239

As shall be seen in Section 5, by using the simplest RWA strategy, the pro-240

posed algorithm nevertheless outperforms the best existing ones, in many241

cases by one or two orders of magnitude.242

For each lightpath enquired by ISP, the WDM-layer bandwidth provider243

feedbacks with a market price (say, measured in dollar) and a virtual cost244

for setting it up. The virtual cost is agreed in service contract. The ISP will245

keep record of the virtual costs and carefully utilize such records in deciding246

candidate routes and candidate lightpaths.247

The virtual cost shall reflect the resource consumption for setting up the248

enquired lightpath without revealing detailed WDM-layer information. Also249

it should discourage over-utilizing a certain link or PXC to avoid emergence of250

hot spots. The virtual cost therefore should reflect resource consumption as251

well as resource redundancy/scarcity of the enquired lightpath. To give ISP252

strong incentives to minimize the virtual cost for setting up a connection, the253

market price and the virtual cost have to have strongly positive correlation254

(e.g., the market price may increase faster than being linearly proportional255

to the virtual cost). This may be a reasonable assumption in most cases since256

setting up a required connection at a lower virtual cost, when the virtual cost257

is properly defined, is also of the WDM bandwidth provider’s benefits. The258

bandwidth provider therefore should be willing to reward the cooperative259

ISP with a lower market price. In this paper, we assume that the ISP always260

try to lower the virtual cost and always select among the candidate routes261

the one with the minimum virtual cost. The more complicated cases where262

the market price may not be positively correlated to the virtual cost have to263

be discussed in a separate report.264

In a port-limited PXC, the limited number of optical ports plays an im-265

portant role in governing network performance. To improve the performance266

of a network with limited numbers of wavelengths and optical ports, these two267

types of resources should be consumed in a balanced manner. Specifically,268

if both wavelengths and optical ports are abundant, the costs of consuming269

them should be low and not so different from each other; while if any one of270

them becomes scarce, the cost of consuming the scarce resource should be-271

come higher to impose a penalty to utilizing it. Therefore, we define the cost272

Cij of a new lightpath P (i, j) by taking into account the costs of consuming273
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optical ports and wavelength resources as follows:274

Cij =

{

(

α
p
−Hij ln

(

1− 1

ωij+1

))

× amp if ωij > 0 and p > 0

∞ if ωij = 0 or p = 0
(1)

This cost function is intended for both port-limited and unlimited cases.275

Specifically, it consists of two parts. The first part reflects the cost of con-276

suming a pair of optical ports at LSR i and and LSR j: p = min(pi, pj)277

denotes the minimum number of optical ports available at the two end nodes278

of the candidate lightpath. The parameter α = (1−r)
r(H̄+1)

regulates the relative279

weights of the costs of a wavelength and an optical port: a smaller add/drop280

ratio leads to a higher cost of consuming a pair of optical ports. Note that the281

cost for consuming optical ports reduces to zero in port-unlimited case where282

r = 1. The second part calculates the cost of consuming a wavelength along283

each hop of the lightpath. The negative symbol is to ensure the second part284

a positive quantity, and ωij + 1 is used to avoid generating an infinity value285

when ωij = 1. Finally, amp is an amplification factor regulating the ratio286

of the cost of using existing logical links and that of setting up new light-287

paths. Such a definition of lightpath cost helps avoid selecting a route with288

too few idle optical ports or too few idle wavelengths, or too many optical289

hops. Traffic loads on the WDM layer therefore may be better balanced.290

We now discuss the logical-layer link cost assignment. For simplicity, we291

classify the CNLs into cost enquired and cost unknown ones. If the cost of292

a link has been enquired before, it is a cost enquired link; otherwise, it is a293

cost unknown one. The costs of different types of links are defined as follows.294

Lij =



























1 an existing logical link

Mij a cost unknown virtual link

Cest
ij a cost enquired virtual link

2Mij a failed lightpath for L(i, j)

(2)

where Mij is a default value of the cost of L(i, j). The default value can be295

suggested by the WDM-layer network operator to the IP-layer ISP, e.g., as296

an average from some past experiences, or it can be calculated by using some297

typical values of the relevant parameters. In our experiences, a simple Mij298

calculation method as below can steadily lead to satisfactory performance.299

For a given WDM-layer network with an average nodal degree δ, denote300

the average hop length of each lightpath when adopting the fixed minimum-301
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hop routing method as H̄ , and the average number of idle wavelengths on302

each optical link at a certain network status as ω. Since the average number303

of add/drop ports on each node approximately equals W × r× δ, the average304

number of idle optical ports on each node at such status can be estimated as305

p = W × r × δ −
1

H̄ + 1
× δ × (W − ω) . (3)

The second part on the right side of the above equation comes from the fact306

that each lightpath only uses add/drop ports on its two end nodes. To avoid307

having a zero or negative value for p under heavy traffic loads, we let308

p = max
(

W × r × δ −
1

H̄ + 1
× δ × (W − ω), 1

)

. (4)

The default value of Mij for L(i, j) can be calculated as309

Mij =
(

α

p
−Hij ln

(

1−
1

ω + 1

))

× amp , (5)

where the value of ω can be anything between 0 andW , depending on network310

status. Our experiences show that the performance of the proposed algorithm311

is not very sensitive to the value of ω. A convenient option with satisfactory312

performance is to let ω = W
2
, which is adopted in all the simulations reported313

in this paper.314

4.2. Data Learning and Cost Expiration Process315

As described in Sec. 3, each time a new request arrives at the network,316

the WDM-layer bandwidth provider may report the costs of some CNLs to317

the IP-layer ISP upon request, while the IP-layer ISP keeps record of such318

information. To avoid keeping excessive records of historical data, only a319

limited number of latest records are kept for each logical link. As shall be320

seen later, keeping a large number of dated records may not help improve321

network performance.322

Utilizing the historical data records, the IP-layer ISP is able to estimate323

the cost of each logical link. However, as the WDM-layer network operations324

are independent of those on the IP/MPLS layer, the cost of building a new325

lightpath between two end nodes may change significantly over time. To326

avoid outdated information leading to bad routing decisions, we introduce a327

cost expiration strategy: a link cost record which was updated long time ago328

(e.g., longer than a pre-defined threshold) is deemed as outdated and thus329
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should be adjusted, e.g., towards a certain default value. The threshold time330

for a link-cost record to be adjusted is termed as its expiration time. Specifi-331

cally, the cost expiration process for a logical link works as follows: whenever332

the cost of a logical link is reported by the WDM layer, its logical-layer record333

is updated accordingly. Meanwhile its expiration time is calculated. Upon334

the arrival of a new transmission request at a certain time T n, the expiration335

time of the logical link is compared to T n. If the expiration time has not336

been reached yet, the link cost record is regarded as valid, and thus can be337

used directly in calculating the candidate routes. Whereas if the expiration338

time has already been reached, it means that the link cost information has339

been kept for too long and thus should be adjusted towards its default value.340

After the adjustment, a new expiration time is calculated if needed. The341

cost expiration process is repeated until the estimated link cost equals its342

default value, or it gets updated by the latest information reported from the343

WDM-layer network.344

In this paper, we propose to let the estimated link cost to be adjusted345

towards its default value in a few steps upon expiration. The corresponding346

expiration time is calculated by utilizing the average cost changing rate from347

the historical records. Specifically, upon receiving the accurate information348

of the cost of a logical link L(i, j), denoted as Cn
ij , at time T n, let349

dij = sgn(Cn
ij −Mij) . (6)

and define its average cost changing rate as350

R̄ij =















1
m

m
∑

t=1

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ct
ij
−Ct−1

ij

T t
−T t−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

m < U

1
U

m
∑

t=m−U+1

∣

∣

∣

∣

Ct
ij
−Ct−1

ij

T t
−T t−1

∣

∣

∣

∣

m ≥ U
, (7)

where U denotes the maximum number of historical data records kept for351

each link. The expiration time of the link cost can be calculated as352

δt =



















∞ Cn
ij = Mij

T n − T n−1 Cn
ij 6= Mij and Rij = 0

|Cn
ij
−Mij|
Rij

Cn
ij 6= Mij and Rij 6= 0

, (8)

Then for any request arriving at a certain time Tm , the estimated cost353
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of L(i, j) can be calculated as follows,354

Cest
ij =

{

Cn
ij − dij∆

∣

∣Cn
ij −Mij

∣

∣×min
(

1

∆
,
⌊

Tm
−Tn

δt

⌋)

δt 6= ∞

Mij δt = ∞
(9)

where parameter ∆ ( 0 < ∆ ≤ 1 ) is a constant for controlling how much355

the link cost should be adjusted towards its default value once it is deemed356

to be expired.357

The next expiration time of the newly adjusted link cost estimation Cest
ij358

can be calculated as359

T cal
ij =







T n +
⌊

1 + Tm
−Tn

δt

⌋

δt Cest
ij 6= Mij

∞ Cest
ij = Mij

. (10)

Once the cost record of a logical link is deemed as expired, Lij and Tij are360

updated by Cest
ij and T cal

ij respectively, and such updating process is repeated361

until Cest
ij equals to Mij or until it is updated by the new cost reported from362

the WDM layer. Simulation results show that the BBR performance is not363

very sensitive to the value of ∆. In our simulations, we let ∆ = 0.2 , which364

steadily achieves slightly better performance than ∆ = 1.0 (where link cost365

is adjusted to be equal to its default value once it is deemed as expired).366

Note that in such data expiration process, different logical links may367

have different cost expiration time, which makes sense since different links368

may be under different traffic loads, leading to different frequencies of link-369

cost changes. Our experiences show that having different expiration time370

for different links steadily leads to better performance than updating all371

links’ costs with the same interval. Further, note that the data learning372

and cost expiration process does not introduce any significant additional373

computational complexity to the routing process.374

With the graph generation method and the data learning and cost expi-375

ration strategies as described above, we now present the ELF algorithm.376

4.3. Existing Link First (ELF) Algorithm377

The algorithm begins by assigning a cost to each link in the logical-378

layer generated graph, and then running the KSP algorithm on it to find a379

desired number of candidate routes for each incoming request. As discussed380

in Sec. IV-A, some candidate routes may contain only existing links while the381

others contain some CNLs. The algorithm gives using existing links a higher382

priority since such a strategy generally leads to better performance [17], [28].383
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Specifically, it checks through all the candidate routes. If there exist routes384

with only existing links, the one with the minimum cost is selected to serve385

the request; while if no such route exists, the IP-layer ISP shall then query386

the WDM layer for the costs of all CNLs along the candidate routes. Based387

on the CNL costs feedback from the WDM layer, the feasible route with the388

minimum overall cost, if any, is selected to serve the incoming request. Note389

that historical records of CNL costs are used in calculating the estimated link390

costs when finding the candidate routes. And such records are (partially)391

updated each time when there is feedback of link costs from WDM-layer392

network.393

Since the algorithm gives a higher priority to utilizing the existing logical394

links while enquiring WDM layer for CNL costs only when necessary, we395

term it the Existing Link First (ELF) algorithm. Algorithm 1 shows its396

main steps.397

398

4.4. Algorithm Complexity399

As described in Sec. 2, since all the existing algorithms find their candi-400

date routes for each arriving request using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm,401

the computational complexity of these algorithms is O (K (L+N logN)).402

Compared with that of the existing algorithms, differences in complexity403

of ELF mainly come from three aspects:404

(1) The K-loopless shortest path (KSP) algorithm used to find K logical-405

layer candidate routes for each incoming request, with complexity of406

O (KN (L+N logN));407

(2) The data learning and cost expiration process, which introduces hardly408

any additional computational complexity, as discussed;409

(3) The storage space required for keeping record of historical costs and410

their corresponding reported time, with a complexity of O (UN2);411

For typical optical networks with a moderate number of nodes, the ad-412

ditional computational complexity and storage space needed by the ELF413

algorithm should be acceptable considering the performance improvement.414

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION415

As in previous work [20–24], a dynamic traffic model is utilized to study416

the blocking performance of the proposed algorithm. Without loss of gen-417

erality, only unidirectional LSP requests are considered. Assume that the418
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Algorithm 1: EXISTING LINK FIRST (ELF) ALGORITHM

input : Network G(V,E), Request R(s → d, b), K
output: A path route for request R(s → d, b)

Initialization. foreach PXC pair do find a minimum hop optical1

layer route; foreach Logical link do Lij = Mij , Tij = ∞ ;
for Each arriving request do2

if It is a connection request then go to Line 6;3

else go to Line 20;4

end5

for n-th LSP request arriving at the network at time T n do6

update the estimated cost and expiration time for those links7

whose costs become expired, i.e., if Tij < T n then Lij = Cest
ij ,

Tij = T cal
ij ;

IP-layer graph generation and cost assignment;8

Run the KSP algorithm to find K candidate routes;9

Check the link property of all links along the K candidate routes;10

if there exist routes containing only existing links, then11

choose the route with the minimum cost;12

else13

Enquire Cn
ij for all CNLs along the K candidate routes;14

Update cost and expiration time for all cost enquired CNLs:15

Lij = Cn
ij, Tij = T n + δt;

Choose the route with the minimum overall cost, if applicable;16

end17

Serve the connection request using the selected route if there exists18

at least one feasible route; otherwise, block the connection request;
end19

Update both WDM and IP network status;20
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LSP requests arrive at the network independently following a Poisson pro-419

cess with a mean arrival rate of λ, and the LSP holding time is exponentially420

distributed with a unit mean, i.e., 1
µ
= 1 . The source and destination node421

pair of each LSP request is randomly chosen among all network nodes. The422

bandwidth of each wavelength is divided into 16 units, and the number of423

bandwidth units requested by each LSP is an integer uniformly distributed424

between 1 and 16. Each LSP request has to be handled along a single route425

without splitting.426

We evaluate the proposed algorithm mainly by measuring the bandwidth427

blocking ratio (BBR) [20, 21] of the network. Extensive simulations are car-428

ried out on two typical network topologies. As shown in Fig. 3, they include429

the 14-node NSFnet and 46-node USNET. The average number of optical430

hops traversed by each lightpath is H = 2.18 for NSFnet and H = 4.4 for431

USNET respectively. Since in practical networks, the cost for setting up a432

new lightpath is generally much higher than that of using an existing logical433

link, we set the amplification factor amp to be 10 and 5 for NSFnet and434

USNET respectively, such that the cost of using a new lightpath is roughly435

about 5 times [29] as much as that of using an existing logical link in a port-436

unlimited network where averagely half of all the wavelength channels are437

still idle and the corresponding average number of idle optical ports is calcu-438

lated by Eq. 3. Some other assumptions adopted in the simulations include:439

1) each fiber link carries W = 8 wavelengths; 2) for the SLEA algorithm,440

the optical hop constraint is set to 2 for both NSFnet and USNET; 3) the441

number of optical ports at a network node is set to be W × r × δi with δi442

being the node’s fanout degree. Results shown in each of the following fig-443

ures are the average of more than 30 independent simulations, each of which444

simulating 105 connection requests. We observe that the simulation results445

turn out to be highly consistent, with variance smaller than 4% when there446

is a single logical-layer candidate route for each communication request (or447

in other words when K = 1), and smaller than 7% for K = 2 and K = 3.448

The following subsections compare the BBR performances of the ELF al-449

gorithm against those of the existing ones in port-unlimited and port-limited450

networks respectively. We also evaluate the effects of the number of optical451

ports and the amount of recorded historical information. Since all conclu-452

sions hold for both topologies, unless otherwise specified, we present only the453

results on NSFnet for comparisons and discussions.454
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Two network topologies used for simulations. (a) 14-node NSFnet. (b) 46-node
USNET.

5.1. Performance Comparison in Port-Unlimited Networks under Different455

Traffic Loads456

We first consider the case with port-unlimited PXCs. Figure 4 shows the457

BBR performances against network traffic loads measured in Erlangs. As can458

be seen, ELF significantly outperforms the three existing algorithms, namely459

SLEA, MLH OVLY and OPF respectively. Specifically, when K = 1, ELF460

outperforms MLH OVLY and SLEA by about an order of magnitude, and461

even more over OPF. When K = 3, the improvements increase to more than462

two orders of magnitude.463

Note that among the three existing methods, OPF performs the worst,464

which is not a surprise since it tries only a single candidate route at a single465

layer for each arriving request. MLH OVLY outperforms OPF by 70% when466

traffic load is about 70 Erlangs and 40% when traffic load is around 100467

Erlangs, as it tests multiple routes for each request. By imposing an optical468

hop constraint on new lightpaths, the effect of which is the same as that of469

using a limited number of wavelength converters on certain network nodes,470

SLEA outperforms MLH OVLY by about 20% within the whole range of471

traffic loads.472

Comparison between ELF and MLH OVLY convincingly demonstrates473

the effectiveness of utilizing historical data to improve the BBR performance474

of overlay IP-over-WDM networks: both methods find more than one candi-475

date route for each incoming request, yet ELF performs much better, thanks476

to its careful utilizations of historic data. Comparison between ELF and477

SLEA shows that proper utilization of historical information helps the IP-478
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Figure 4: BBR comparisons between the ELF algorithm and the existing ones under
different traffic loads without optical port limitation (r = 1.0, ∆ = 0.2, U = 5).
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layer ISP make better routing decisions, leading to better performance than479

that of using high-cost wavelength converters on certain network nodes.480

Another interesting observation from Fig. 4 is that increasing the number481

of candidate routes K for each incoming request improves the BBR perfor-482

mance of ELF. Specifically, when increasing the number of candidate routes483

from K = 1 to K = 2, the average BBR improvement is 80% under different484

traffic loads; further increasing from K = 2 to K = 3, the average further485

improvement is 71%. Such improvements mainly come from two aspects:486

(i) a larger value of K gives ELF a higher chance to find a more appropri-487

ate candidate route for each incoming request, and thus lowers the blocking488

probability; and (ii) a larger K allows more CNLs to be involved in the can-489

didate routes. Their costs are therefore updated more frequently, enabling490

more accurate selections of candidate routes.491

5.2. Performance Comparisons in Port-Limited Networks under Different492

Traffic Loads493

We now study the BBR performance in port-limited networks under dif-494

ferent traffic loads. In this subsection, we In this subsection, we let r = 0.6495

for all LSRs, while the effects of different values of r will be evaluated in496

the next subsection. Figure 5 shows the BBR performance against network497

traffic loads. Results again demonstrate that ELF significantly outperforms498

the existing algorithms: in average, when K = 1, ELF performs about 77%,499

57% and 37% better than OPF, MLH OVLY and SLEA respectively; while500

when K = 3, the improvements over the three algorithms increase to about501

89%, 79% and 69% respectively.502

A noteworthy observation in Fig. 5 is that when the number of can-503

didate routes for each incoming request increases, the performance of ELF504

also improves, though the improvements are not as significant as those in505

port-unlimited networks. Results show that when increasing from to , the506

average improvement is about 46%, further increasing from K = 2 to K = 3,507

the average further improvement is at a much lower value of 11%. The im-508

provements are mainly due to the fact that increasing K makes more CNLs509

to be involved in the candidate routes and thus increases information ex-510

changes between the two layers. The effects of having more candidate routes511

to increase the chance of finding a feasible route, i.e., the contribution (i)512

discussed in the last subsection, meanwhile become less significant in port-513

limited networks. This can be understood: the limited port resources make514
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Figure 5: BBR comparison between ELF and the existing ones under different traffic loads
when considering optical port limitation (r = 0.6, ∆ = 0.2, U = 5).
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longer routes going through more existing links (and consequently consuming515

more optical ports) less favorable.516

Overall, the results shown in Fig. 5 demonstrate the effectiveness of the517

ELF algorithm in port-limited networks.518

5.3. Influence of the Limited Number of Optical Ports519

Figure 6 compares the performance of the ELF algorithm with those of520

the three existing algorithms with different add/drop ratio r. The traffic521

load is fixed at 80 Erlangs. Results show that ELF significantly outperforms522

the existing algorithms within a wide range of add/drop ratio. For K = 1,523

ELF outperforms the existing algorithms once r > 0.45; when K ≥ 2, it524

outperforms them once r ≥ 0.4. Closer observations reveal that, when the525

add/drop ratio is large enough, e.g., r > 0.55, ELF steadily outperforms526

any existing algorithms with a wide margin; whereas when r is of a small527

value, all the algorithms perform nearly the same. This can be explained528

as follows: when limited optical ports become the bottleneck resource dom-529

inating network performance, different algorithms do not make significant530

differences. However, once the bottleneck constraint is relaxed to a certain531

extent, i.e., when r is large enough, the ELF algorithm, with its capability532

of more efficiently utilizing network resources, easily stands out.533

Another interesting observation from Fig. 6 is that the performance of534

ELF improves steadily with an increasing value of r, which is different from535

that of the existing algorithms of which the performances stay largely un-536

changed once r is larger than a certain threshold value. This is because537

when r is large enough, wavelength resources, instead of optical port re-538

sources, become the bottleneck. Once the existing algorithms such as OPF,539

MLH OVLY and SLEA reach their respective best utilizations of wavelength540

resources, they will not benefit from the redundant optical port resources.541

On the contrary, the ELF algorithm, with its logical-layer dynamic routing542

process, enjoys better flexibility in utilizing network resources. Specifically,543

by carefully utilizing historical records and the enquired information of CNL544

costs, ELF efficiently avoids those CNLs with limited wavelength resources,545

sometimes at the cost of using more optical ports. Better utilization of re-546

dundant optical port resources therefore steadily leads to better performance547

with an increasing value of r.548
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Figure 6: Performance comparison between ELF and the existing algorithms with different
values of the add/drop ratio r. The traffic load is fixed at 80 Erlangs (∆ = 0.2, U = 5).

5.4. Influence of the Amount of Historical Data549

As mentioned in Section 4.2, for each logical link, ELF only keeps record550

of a small number of latest link costs reported from the WDM layer. We551

now evaluate how the amount of historical link cost information affects the552

network performance.553

As shown in Eq. (7), in the ELF algorithm, the amount of historical data554

kept for each logical link is decided by the parameter U . A larger value of U555

lets the average cost changing rate to be calculated over a relatively longer556

time, and vice versa. Figure 7 shows the BBR performance with different557

values of U . Simulation results show that a smaller value of U basically558

leads to better performance, yet when U is too small (e.g., U = 1 or 2),559

there exist bigger fluctuations in BBR performance. Such observations can560

be explained as follows: the link cost changing rate may not be very sta-561

ble, especially considering the fact that we are using the dynamic routing562

method on the IP/MPLS layer. . If we use a long-term average to estimate563

the link cost changing rate within a short period of time in future, over- or564
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under-estimation may happen. That is why a larger value of U does not lead565

to better performance. When U is too small, however, the average changing566

rate is only estimated by how link cost is changed with the latest one or two567

connection requests, which may easily cause fluctuations. In this paper, we568

set U = 5 in our simulations as it leads to more stable BBR performance,569

convenient for comparison against those of the existing methods. If only570

the BBR performance is concerned, however, setting U = 1 may be a bet-571

ter option: a small value of U helps achieve better BBR performance, and572

meanwhile saving the space for historical data storage.573
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Figure 7: ELF performance with different number of recorded costs without optical port
limitation (r = 1.0, ∆ = 0.2, K = 1).

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK574

In this paper, we reported a study on the dynamic LSP routing problem in575

overlay IP/MPLS over WDM networks. To improve the overlay network per-576

formance, we proposed to learn from the historical information maintained577

by the IP/MPLS-layer ISP. By carefully utilizing a data learning and cost578
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expiration scheme for logical link cost estimation, and adopting the KSP algo-579

rithm for logical-layer routing, a novel algorithm named Existing-Link-First580

(ELF) was proposed. Extensive simulation results show that the proposed581

algorithm significantly outperforms all the existing ones under different traf-582

fic loads, with either limited or unlimited resources of optical ports as long583

as such resources are not too restrictive. The very significant improvements584

in BBR performances come at a cost of a negligible additional computational585

complexity and a small amount of historical data storage on the IP/MPLS586

layer.587

Since the main focus of this study is on utilizing historical data for dy-588

namic LSP routing, detailed discussions on information exchanges between589

the IP/MPLS and the WDM layers have been largely omitted. As IP/MPLS590

over WDM technologies are maturing quickly, appropriate protocols almost591

certainly can be developed in the near future for such information exchanges.592

Note that the three algorithms we adopted for comparisons belong to593

two different classes. OPF and SLEA are sequential routing methods, which594

try to provision a request on a single network layer. Information exchanges595

between different layers are not needed and thus, keeping historical data does596

not help improve network performances. In contrary, MLH OVLY belongs to597

the resource based methods, which allow setting up a new connection across598

two different layers to achieve more efficient utilization of network resources.599

Algorithms of this class may be revised to make use of the historical data600

to help facilitate logical layer routing. It would be of our future research601

interest to investigate how much historical data learning could help improve602

the performances of these algorithms. Another interesting topic is to extend603

the ELF algorithm to support multicast communications.604
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